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Abstract. In the age of advanced integrated development environments
there is a lack of support for understanding preprocessor macros. The
preprocessor has proven to be a powerful tool for decades, but the de-
veloper is still guided poorly when the debugger stops at a source code
line containing macros. The main problem is that the developer sees
the original code, while the compiler uses the preprocessed code in the
background. Investigating the usually nested macro calls can be a labor
intensive tasks, which increases the overall effort spent on development
and maintenance. There are several possibilities to help the developer in
similar situations, but these are rarely employed since the preprocessor
has its own, separate language to be analyzed. We implemented a Visual
Studio plug-in (AddIn) that provides hand-on information on macros
to increase the productivity of developers during debugging or program
comprehension tasks. We enhanced the idea of macro folding, a technique
to show/hide macro names and values within the source code editor; and
defined a graphical view for macro expansions. In the background pre-
cise dynamic analysis of directives takes place, so the hint given for the
developers considers all kind of preprocessor constructs like macros in
conditionals and concatenating operators in the replacement text.

1 Introduction

An empirical study shows that preprocessor directives make up a relatively high
8.4% of source code lines on average [2]. Beyond the fact, that the preprocessor
is the only way to define multiple configurations of a C/C++ program, today
a large amount of legacy code relies to directives. Although the preprocessor
is useful for forward engineering and development, it behaves as an obstacle in
case of program understanding and reverse engineering tasks. The fundamental
problem about preprocessing from a program comprehension point of view is that
the compiler gets the preprocessed code and not the original source code that
the developer sees. In many cases the two codes are markedly different. These
differences make program understanding harder for developers and analyzers,
and they can cause problems with program understanding tools.
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The first point where the software developer is facing problems with macros
is when a runtime error occurs at a source code line which contains macros only.
The usual debugger stops at the line in question, but there is no information on
what is the real code that the compiler used. Besides constant-like macros, many
times the macro name is replaced by whole C/C++ loops or complex expressions
spreading across several lines – all hidden from the developer. Furthermore, sev-
eral macros have multiple definition depending on conditional directives, which
makes it hard to find the actual definition manually. These labor-intensive activ-
ities can increase the overall effort spent on development or maintenance tasks.
Unfortunately, widespread integrated development environments today, like the
Visual Studio for C++ [11], give fairly limited support for the developer. As the
preprocessor language is independent from the C/C++ language, the analysis of
directives requires a separate analyzer, extra risk and effort for tool developers.
Although the benefits of such extension are clear, developers are still forced to
do workarounds when investigate macro calls.

In this paper we present the following contributions for supporting developers‘
understanding of macros:

– Enhanced macro folding in textual source code view, which helps in situa-
tions like debugging.

– Visualization of macro expansions in graphical code view, which gives overall
picture of a full macro expansion.

– Both views are integrated as an AddIn (plug-in) in recent versions of Visual
Studio.

The implemented AddIn enables step-by-step macro extraction to reveal each
internal step that leads to the final macro replacement text. Furthermore, the
graphical tree-like view of the expansion gives an overview on what happens
during the expansion.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the textual and graph-
ical views of macros and mentions the internal representation of preprocessor
directives. Next, the AddIn is introduced through examples and screenshots in
Section 3. Related work is discussed in Section 4, while conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

2 Visualizing Macro Expansions

2.1 Textual View – Macro Folding

Folding is an interactive extension of the textual view of the source code. The idea
of folding in the context of preprocessing is presented byKullbach andRiediger [7].
The base idea of folding is to define a textual area in the source code, which is
hideable by the user. A fold is associated with a label; when the area is hidden
(folded), then the fold label is shown. The folding mechanismmay be presented by
special characters (�, �,� and�) in the textual view of the program code. These
special characters denote folded and unfolded state of the area, where �Label�
shows the folded and �Content� shows the unfolded state.
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The folding mechanism was successfully employed within the GUPRO pro-
gram understanding environment. Conditional expressions, file inclusions and
macro expansions were presented as folds in the GUPRO environment. While
the underlying metamodel was rather simple (consisting of nine elements) it was
flexible to cover the above mentioned preprocessor constructs. Although the idea
is presented several years ago, the modern integrated development environments
still lack of folding support for preprocessor constructs.

The folding technique can be most appropriately applied to preprocessor
macros. Let us consider a simple example of a macro constant Z. The label of
the folded view is the name of the macro, which corresponds exactly to the state
of the source code before preprocessing (see Listing 1.1). On the other hand, the
unfolded view shows the value of the macro constant, which view corresponds
to the state of the source code after preprocessing, as shown in Listing 1.2.

#define Z 5

int var = �Z�;

Listing 1.1. Simple macro
folded – initial source code

⇐⇒

#define Z 5

int var = �5�;

Listing 1.2. Simple macro
unfolded – preprocessed
source code

Function-like macros can be tracked similarly, except that further macro ex-
pansions may take place even in arguments – besides the macro body. As a more
complex example let us consider the code shown in Listing 1.3, where macro
A has two parameters and two macro names are passed as actual arguments.
There are 3 macro replacements belonging to the full macro expansion of A, so
it requires 3 steps to fully unfold the macro call (see Listing 1.4).

#define Z 1

#define Y 3

#define A(x,y) x+y

int var = �A(�Z�,�Y�+3)�

Listing 1.3. Function-like macro example

2.2 Graphical View

While the folding mechanism enables to follow macro expansions in a step-by-
step manner, it is not so appropriate to give an overall view of the macro expan-
sion as a whole. It is usual to have even 8-10 expansion steps before reaching the
fully expanded state in text mode. We propose a graphical notation for present-
ing full macro expansions as shown in Figure 1. The root of the tree is the actual
compilation unit, which contains a macro call. The call is denoted by the root
macro name. Each macro name in the graph has two children: the replacement
value on the left hand side, and the actual text of the call on the right hand side.
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Initial: int var = �A(�Z�,�Y�+3)�
Step 1: int var = �A(�1�,�Y�+3)�
Step 2: int var = �A(�1�,�3�+3)�
Step 3: int var = �1+3+3�

Listing 1.4. Function-like macro expanded

Fig. 1. Graphical hint for the
function-like macro example

2.3 Internal Representation

Macro expansions can be tracked at all places of programs, e.g. in conditional
expressions as well. Detailed step-by-step macro expansion information is ob-
tained through analysis of the preprocessor language. In our previous work we
defined a schema (metamodel) for the preprocessor [18]. The Columbus Schema
for C/C++ Preprocessing describes the original source code, the final prepro-
cessed code and all transformation steps in between. Schema instances represent
preprocessor constructs of concrete programs. We analyze one configuration at
a time (dynamic instances.) Our representation contains all kinds of preproces-
sor construct, however in current work we use the macro-related part of the
schema. Schema instances are produced by a tool, which can be smoothly in-
corporated into build processes, as it behaves as a usual preprocessor as well.
The output of the tool is written out in XML format. Figure 2 presents the dy-
namic schema instance of the function-like macro example. Macro definitions

contains (2)

101 :File

name = 

contains (3)

contains (4)

contains (1)

contains (6)

contains (5)

144 :Define

name = Z

145 :DirectiveText

name = 1

hasReplacement

146 :Define

name = Y

147 :DirectiveText

name = 3

hasReplacement

148 :FuncDefine

name = A

150 :Parameter

name = x

152 :Parameter

name = y

hasParameter(1)
hasParameter

153 :DirectiveId

name = x

hasReplacement(1)

155 :DirectiveId

name = y

154 :DirectiveId

name = +

hasReplacement(2)

hasReplacement(3)

refersToParameter

refersToParameter

157 :Id

name = A

156 :Text

name = int var =

159 :Text

name = (

161 :Id

name = Z

163 :Text

name = ,

165 :Id

name = Y

167 :Text

name = +

168 :Text

name = 3

169 :Text

name = )

1 :FuncDefineRef

hasArgument

2 :Argument3 :DefineRef

contains (7)
contains (8)

contains (9)

contains (10)

contains (11)

contains (12)

refersToDefiniton

refersToNext

refersToId

refersToDefinition
refersToDefinition

refersToId

refersToId

consistsOf consistsOf consistsOf consistsOf

Fig. 2. Schema instance of the function-like macro example
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are denoted with (Func)Define nodes. Definitions contain replacement text
and may contain parameters. Macro calls are linked to active macro definitions
via (Func)DefineRef reference nodes, which also mark actual arguments of
function-like macros. Fold/unfold information can be extracted by traversing
the instance graph along these references. For further information we refer to
our previous work [18].

3 IDE Plug-in for Understanding Macro Expansions

Surprisingly, modern IDEs lack of support for understanding directives. Visual
Studio is a sofisticated development environment for .NET languages, with sup-
port for the C/C++ languages. There were enhancements made in recent years
related to preprocessing, e.g. conditional directives are analyzed using a fuzzy
parser and excluded conditionals are marked in the code editor, but there are
still possibilities for improvements. Our goal was to extend the functionality of
the Visual Studio by providing enhanced textual and graphical views based on
the dynamic analysis of preprocessing directives. The base unit of the analysis
is the compilation unit starting from the actual source file open in the editor.
The whole compilation unit consists of the source file and all the header files
included recursively.

We developed a plug-in for Visual Studio, which is called AddIn in its termi-
nology. The architecture of the AddIn can be seen in Figure 3. The source code
is first analyzed using the Columbus reverse engineering toolchain [4,18]. The
result is exported to XML (.ppml), which is processed by the AddIn: the node
graph and the token trees are computed. At this point the AddIn reached its
operating state and listens to user activities.

– Fold/Unfold action – the AddIn changes the source code view of the current
file by replacing fold labels with their content and vice-versa.

– Expansion action – the AddIn generates .dot file form token trees and in-
vokes the GraphViz tool to produce the layout of the picture. The generated
image file, which is the output of the graphViz tool, is passed to the default
image viewer tool of the system.

The AddIn has a limited access to the internals of the Visual Studio. The AddIn
has to work with the source code editor and has to read the properties of the
actual project to access source files with full path and obtain command line
defined macros for precise analysis. We have to note that some UI related features
could not be implemented because a part of the API is for Microsoft internal use
only. The AddIn has a simple but intuitive toolbar interface. The toolbar – with
its two states and buttons – can be seen for Visual Studio versions 2005, 2010
and 2012 in Figure 4. The first button starts the ’A’nalysis of the actual source
file. As the analysis results are processed, the toolbar changes to operating state
and annotates macros in the source code view. Folding mechanism and special
notation of the code can be disabled any time using the ’HIDE’ button. Unfolding
and folding buttons change the folding state of macros pointed by the actual
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Fig. 3. Visual Studio AddIn architecture

cursor position. The ’EXT’ button decides between the two folding strategies.
When a macro is unfolded, the replacement text of the macro is shown. In case of
function-like macros, the actual arguments are also substituted. However, during
the folding actions the original macro definition is not shown. In extended folding
mode the definition of the macro is shown as an intermediate step, where the
argument replacements can be followed before the final macro replacement step.

Fig. 4. VisualStudio AddIn Toolbar for versions 2005, 2010 and 2012 respectively

The inserted folding signs can be seen in the text editor of the development
environment in Figure 5. Full macro expansions can be followed using a graph-
based visualization as well. The notation of the graphical view is as follows.
The shape of a node shows its node type: compilation unit (double circle), text
(ellipse), conditional directives (hexagon). The edge colors denote the following
properties: black edges show initial macro calls, where the macro position in the
file is an attribute; green edges denote the chain of a full macro expansion, which
gives the final result text of the call; blue edges denote macro evaluation steps;
and red edges denote the conditional hierarchy if relevant.

First evaluation is done on test cases which cover most special macro con-
structs. The tool has proven to expand and fold/unfold macro constructs not
only in C/C++ code but also in preprocessor conditional expressions and in-
cludes, which validates general usability. On the other hand, the tool is currently
a research prototype, there are several points where the user experience of the
tool could be greatly improved.
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Fig. 5. Folding and macro expansion example in Visual Studio

4 Related Work

Preprocessor directives are still widely used as no real size program with configu-
rations exist without them. Ernst, Badros and Notkin [2] analyzed 26 commonly
used Unix software packages and found that preprocessor directives made up the
relatively high 8.4% of lines on average.

To overcome the preprocessor as a barrier in program understanding, re-
searchers tackled problems of various areas. Analysis and visualization of include
directives is a research topic from the early years, while in a recent work Spinel-
lis [15] proposes a solution for the automatic removal of unnecessary includes,
based on computed dependencies of program elements.

Dealing with software configurations is a well studied topic. Krone and Snelt-
ing [6] proposed concept lattices to aid reengineering configurations. Latendresse [8]
proposed a symbolic evaluation algorithm for finding the conditions required for a
particular source line to get through the conditional compilation. CViMe and C-
CLR tools are Eclipse plugins, which collect and present configuration-controller
macros [13]. Sutton and Maletic implemented analyzer tools on the top of the sr-
cML infrastructure to reveal portability issues based on include files and configu-
ration macros [16]. In the work of Garrido the analysis of preprocessor constructs
was integrated into the C refactoring tool, where she implemented a configura-
tion independent solution [5]. Livadas and Small developed a special preprocessor
inserting special lines into the preprocessed file to support the source code high-
lighting methods of the Ghinsu program slicing tool [9].

Those working on C or C++ analyzers are confronted by the problem of
preprocessor directives. Therefore, a lot of effort has been made to avoid their
usage. Mennie and Clarke proposed a method to transform some macros and
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conditionals into C/C++ code [10]. Spinellis tackled the problem of global re-
naming of variables, preprocessor-aware solutions have been implemented in the
CScout tool [14]. Saebjoernsen et al. [12] propose a mapping between the C lan-
guage and the preprocessor to find inconsistent macro usage. The preprocessor-
problem occurs also in the context of aspect mining and aspect-refactoring.
Adams et al. worked on the problem of aspect refactoring, and also how to
refactor various conditional compilation usage patterns into aspects [1]. In our
previous work, we defined the macro dependency graph (MDG) for dependence
based slicing of preprocessor macros [20]. Using the MDG C++ slices were ex-
tended with macro slices and better precision is achieved in case of more than
75% of backward slices [19]. Despite the wide range of initiations, current soft-
ware development tools lack of support for the developers. In a recent paper
Feigenspan et al. investigate the use of coloring techniques depending on the
preprocessor conditionals in the FeatureCommander tool [3].

The initial work of Kullbach and Riediger on folding is already mentioned. The
primary difference between the GUPRO environment and our solution is their
purpose. While we concentrate on helping the developers with macros in place
in the IDE, the GUPRO environment is a separate tool. Our internal structure
(preprocessor schema) is capable of detailed analysis of preprocessor constructs,
which is utilized also in macro expansion visualization to give an overview on
what is happening. The Understand for C++ reverse engineering tool provides
cross references between the use and definition of software entities [17]. This
includes the step-by-step tracing of macro calls in both directions as well. The
tool is appropriate for tracking back the uses of a give macro definition but
the information is imprecise in certain situations like macro calls generated by
## operators. A similar solution to macro folding is implemented in the Emacs
editor. In C-mode, the M-x c-macro-expand command in Emacs will run the C
preprocessor on the actual region and display the results in another buffer. This is
similar to unfolding the actual macro. While this is a generic and simple solution,
the folding mechanism is much more intuitive for stepwise investigation of a
full macro expansion, than working with buffers. In addition, the visualization
component is also available in our tool.

5 Conclusions

Developers need tool support when coping with preprocessor macros. Several
research tools exist working with the preprocessor for various purposes, but the
support for the developer is still limited in most common integrated development
environments. We introduced an AddIn for Visual Studio to provide hand-on
information on macro calls in the actual source code. We enhanced the idea of
folding, a source code annotation technique, and integrated with graphical view
of macro expansions. Macro information is obtained by detailed dynamic analysis
of preprocessor constructs. The AddIn enables the step-by-step investigation of
macro expansions and a quick view of the final form of the code, which is in fact
compiled. Thus, developers need less manual effort for tasks related to macros –
like debugging.
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Future work includes enhancement of the user experience; improved, interac-
tive macro graph that controls the source code view; and on field validation of
the usability.
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